Vowel and vowel sequence processing by cochlear nucleus neurons.
This study examined neuronal discharge rates and temporal patterns to vowels and vowel sequences in chinchilla. The properties of primary-like, chopper, and onset neurons were studied using vowels /i/, /a/, and /u/ individually and paired with separations (0-100 ms), at sound levels above and below thresholds. The interspike interval, period, and post-stimulus-time histograms of all neuronal types to a vowel were modified when in a sequence. Primary-like and chopper discharges were reduced and enhanced depending on vowel sequence parameters; onset neurons exhibited discharge rate reductions only and not enhancements. In addition to rate changes, novel discharge intervals appeared with vowel pairs. An unexpected finding on choppers was that subthreshold levels of the preceding vowel in a paired sequence enhanced discharges to the succeeding one. Reducing levels of preceding or increasing levels of following vowels evoked changes not predictable from single vowel data. Thus the responses to paired vowels in a sequence are interactive. Patterns of discharges and rate functions to vowel sounds from neurons of the same type varied greatly. The cochlear nuclei harbor anatomically and functionally diverse neurons. Because of this heterogeneity, the neural transformations of vowel segments by all cochlear nucleus neuronal types can not be predicted from sinusoidal data.